Control Arm Assemblies

- Fully assembled with premium ball joints and bushings
- Greaseable fittings
- OE material construction

Hardware Included

SAVE SAVES TIME AND MONEY
- Allows for quick replacement and easy alignment
- Restores alignment geometry faster
- Reduces installation time by as much as 60%

EXTENSIVE COVERAGE
- Approximately 412 SKUs covering 900+ Domestic and Import applications
- Over 75 additional SKUs to be added throughout 2007
- No longer "OE dealer only"

OE FORM, FIT, AND FUNCTION
- Engineered using the same materials and processes as OE
- Built to meet or exceed OE specifications
- Assembled with premium ball joints and bushings

Experience our new fast and up-to-date online catalogue

- Powerful Make/Model/Year search
- Sort by part line, part type and engine
- High resolution images
- Full 3D scans (selected parts)
- Part number interchange
- Continuous updates on part information
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